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Lights, colour, distraction!
Our younger and disabled patients need sensory equipment to provide them with
distraction and stimulation during their treatment and stay in hospital. This is provided with
the support of the Royal Free Charity.
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WELCOME

#ExtraHelpings is a
celebration of
fundraisers, volunteers,
supporters and the
difference they make to
the lives of those who
are sick and vulnerable.

In this issue we are
delighted to celebrate
our 2014 Marathon
runner’s successes,
explore the support from
the massage therapy
service and take a
moment to think of the
children who visit our
hospital.

We are very proud of all
our fundraisers. If you
feel inspired by their
stories and want to
support the Royal Free
Charity we would love to
hear from you.
Diane Ryan
Fundraising Manager

rf.fundraising@nhs.net
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COMING EVENTS
Santa Run 5k or 10k

Date: Sunday 7th December 2014
Location: Victoria Park
Registration Fee: £22 (Includes Santa Outfit)
Fundraising Target: £100
Booking: www.royalfreecharity.org
Carol Concert

Date: Tuesday 9th December 2014
Time: 7:30pm – approx. 9:30pm
Location: Rosslyn Hill Chapel
Tickets: £15 (Includes Refreshments)
Booking: Tickets Available from the Charity
Office 020 7472 6761
Skydive for FREE!

Date: Dates available throughout the year
Location: Brackley Airfield, NN13 5NS
Registration Fee: £70
Fundraising Target: £395
Booking: www.royalfreecharity.org
Purple Bee Ball

Supporting the Fight Against Pancreatic Cancer
Black Tie Event: Dinner, Entertainment, Silent Auction and More

Date: Thursday 18th September 2014
Time: 7pm – 2am
Location: The Hurlingham Club, SW6 3PR
Tickets: £125
Booking: suzanne.berenger@bain.com
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For more events go to www.royalfreecharity.org

THE TREAT NOT THE TREATMENT

COMPLEMENTARY THERAPY MASSAGE SERVICE
CELEBRATING 20 YEARS

In 2013 Keith Hunt MBE and his team provided more than 25,500 massage treatments for both patients
and staff at the Royal Free. Massage therapy is supported by the Royal Free Charity and is reliant on
donations to maintain the service, which was started in 1994 with 60 treated that year. Along with his
team Keith has touched the hearts and minds of so many. We feature Arvind’s story in Keith’s own words,
demonstrating the difference the gift of a massage makes.

Massage Therapy provides
support for patients:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cancer
Kidney Dialysis
Transplantation
Dementia
ICU
Eating Disorders
Neonatal Parents

As well as for Patient
Carers and Hospital Staff

reduces stress & anxiety
lowers blood pressure
eases pain & nausea
promotes rest &
relaxation
helps with coping
strategies

Every £25 donated provides a massage

If you would like to support the
Massage Therapy Service please
make a donation:
Mobile
Text CARE77 £5 to 70070
(or an amount of your choice)

Online
www.justgiving.com/MassageTherapy
Cheque
Payable to Royal Free Charity
Fund 270 and sent to
FREEPOST ROYAL FREE CHARITY
(no additional address or stamp
should be added)

ARVIND’S STORY

This is Arvind who I looked after for 2 years from when he was 11 to when he passed away at 13 years old.

Arvind had a daily massage as he had Duchenne muscular dystrophy: a horrible disease that leaves the patient in
pain all the time, with muscular spasms causing them to be wheelchair bound. He always smiled at me and never
felt he had had a bad time, he never moaned at all; he would always be so
pleased to see me.
Arvind loved everything about Christmas and we knew he would not live to see
his next one, so we made a Christmas in July and did all things that we would
have done at Christmas. There was Father Christmas and turkey and presents all
wrapped up in glossy Christmas paper, and we all sung Christmas songs and
ate mince pies. Arvind had such a wonderful time and he died a week later,
but we gave this young man all that he wanted.
This young man has had such a major influence on my life and he will always be in
my heart. I still see his parents and family as they make me feel that I am family.
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FUNDRAISING NEWS

Anne’s Cambridge Boundary Run raised £1,500 for the
Primary Immunodeficiency Support Group

‘I decided to raise money for the Primary Immunodeficiency Patients support group,
hosted by the Royal Free Charity. I knew that the money I raised would be used to help
fund research into PID at the Royal Free Hospital, which has an impressive record of
internationally recognised achievements. I was diagnosed with CVID (a PID) at the age
of fourteen. I have been a patient at the Royal Free Hospital since 2000 and have
benefitted from the first-class care and support of the Immunology team. In December
2012 I was diagnosed with an inflammatory lung condition and it is thanks to the care of
the team of doctors and nurses that I was able to train for the half marathon. I chose the
Cambridge Boundary run for two reasons: first, it is flat (I don't like running up hills!) and
second, I takes place in March allowing me to complete most of the training over the
winter (I hate running in the heat!) I thoroughly enjoyed completing the half marathon
and did so in two hours and fifteen minutes, raising £1500!’

Debbie’s London2Brighton Challenge raised
£4,103 for the Liver Unit

‘Last year my dad underwent a
lifesaving liver transplant
operation at the Royal Free
Hospital. It took three major
operations, and the dedication
and commitment of ALL the staff
involved was amazing,
exemplary and inspiring. I felt I
needed to say thank you and
raise awareness of the NHS
Organ Donor register, as well as to give back
to the staff for all the support shown to me and my family. I got
together with six friends to compete in the London2Brighton
challenge: a 100km (62 mile) nonstop walk from Richmond,
London to Brighton Racecourse. Nothing prepared us for the
torrential rain on the day but we didn't allow it dampen our spirits.
Unfortunately it meant that we had to endure the worst possible
conditions as the mud was extremely hazardous and unrelenting.
Three of my friends suffered serious injury to their feet, groin and
knee but we started as a team and finished holding hands some
30 hours later! Now that’s teamwork!! My friends, families and
colleagues helped me raise a staggering £4,103 incl Gift Aid for
the Royal Free Charity and an extra £8,000 for the Anthony Nolan
Trust. I also managed to inspire scores of people to join the NHS
Organ Donor register. I will never forget the inspirational people I
met, the stories I heard and the sheer camaraderie which gets
you through those really tough moments. A day/night/day I will
never forget. It
has changed
me. I hope it will
encourage
others to
challenge
themselves
and raise
money for this
wonderful
cause.’
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Suzanne has
raised £1,985 so far for HPB
(Hepato-Pancreato-Biliary)
Research

‘In 2012 I was diagnosed
with Pancreatic Cancer, a
cancer little known about
and poorly funded. It is
vital to spread the word
that there is hope, no
cure at this stage, but
most definitely hope. It is
through the knowledge
and expertise of Mr
Giuseppe Kito Fusai,
Consultant Surgeon at
the Royal Free Hospital
and Specialist in
Hepato-PancreatoBiliary Surgery & Liver Transplant, and
his wonderful team, that I am here today. I would
like to pay back this debt of gratitude by raising
awareness and much needed money for Bart’s
Hospital and the Royal Free Hospital Charity to
continue with their vital research into this disease.
It may be too late for me - but in the hope that it
will benefit the thousands that are diagnosed with
this devastating and aggressive disease in the
future and offering a lifeline to those affected by
this heart-breaking prognosis and their families.’
See ‘Coming Events’
page 2 for details of
Suzanne’s fundraising Ball

or to donate go to:
uk.virginmoneygiving.com/
SuzanneBerenger

Georgina’s candle sales contributed
to her current total of £2,395.00 raised
for Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD)
‘Our daughter was diagnosed
with an indeterminate
Crohn’s/Colitis during her A
Level year, and having been
misdiagnosed originally she
became seriously unwell. It
wasn’t until we met Dr
Hamilton of the Royal Free
that she was diagnosed
correctly and put on a
winning combination of
medication. It took a while
to get her illness under control, but
through sheer strong will she took up her place at the
Glasgow School of Art, travelling down regularly to see
Dr Hamilton and to have her treatments. The
continued care she has received from Dr Hamilton,
the Gastroenterology team and the ward where she is
treated inspired us to raise money for their critical
research programme into Inflammatory Bowel Disease
(IBD), and so the candles with labels designed by her,
were born.

These are now for sale in my interiors studio/shop
and all the proceeds go to the charity. This and
donations made for my 50th birthday was our
way of giving thanks to this wonderful team,
whose support and expertise has been
paramount to her and in turn our family.’
Candles are for sale at:
Cave Interiors, 29 Princess Road, NW1 8JR

Daniel’s Tough Mudder Challenge raised
£1,920 for the Intensive Care Unit

‘I wanted to take
part in the Tough
Mudder challenge
as I wanted to
push the limits of
my physical and
mental strength
to honour the
memory of my
Father who was
by far the
strongest man I
ever knew Physically & Mentally. Dad passed away on Nov 19th
2013 after taking part in a clinical trial to help find a cure for
Multiple Myeloma - he made it through the treatment only to
contract Pneumonia which resulted in him passing away. His
final days in Intensive Care were traumatic for us all but when
we brought in a digital radio, as music was such a big part of
Dad's life, it completely changed the dynamic of that side
room and made it less sterile and a more human
environment - a small
comfort in those final
days. I wanted to raise
enough money to
fund a digital radio to
be put into ICU side
rooms to provide that
same comfort to
families enduring the
most difficult of
times.’

or to donate go to:
www.justgiving.com/Georgina-Cave

The
Humphrey
Lyttelton
Band Jazz
Night raised
£3,390 for
the Friends
Fund

Duopoly Lunchtime Jazz raised
£175 for Outpatients

In the main reception at lunchtime on 30th July
2014 jazz band Duopoly enlivened the corridors
of the Royal Free with the sounds of electric
cello and guitar. Listen out next time you’re in
the area as they’ll be here again!

On 19th June
2014 the
Humphrey
Lyttelton Band
returned to support the Royal Free with a concert. Humphrey
Lyttelton was a regular supporter of the Friends for many years,
providing great evenings of jazz at the Royal Free.
The Band continues to present Humph’s music and showcase his
vast music library: a repertoire which extends from early traditional
to modern by way of Ellington and Basie. It was a fantastic night,
thank you to all who attended.
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LONDON MARATHON
FUNDRAISING RESULTS…
Virgin London Marathon

13 April 2014

42.195km (26.2 miles)

CONGRATULATIONS!
To All of Our
Marathon Runners

NAME
Michelle Babbs
Kirstie & Martin Brady
Tara Campbell
Sophie Collier
Lucy Dagher
Viv Dance
Simon Fox
Komal Hirani
Suzanne Murray
Greg O'Toole
Sandile Rahube
Joanna Woollard

TIME
05:39:14
04:50:00
04:50:49
04:08:11
06:33:12
04:43:11
03:43:22
05:27:36
03:39:17
03:36:41
05:44:37
05:51:22

TOTAL AMOUNT RAISED

THANK YOU!
For All of the
Funds Raised

AMOUNT RAISED
£1,125.44
£3,839.60
£1,629.24
£1,276.00
£1,213.32
£2,776.00
£12,558.20
£2,080.28
£2,708.19
£475.00
£51,484.81
£2,315.00
£83,481

From left: Kirstie
Brady, Chris Burghes,
Komal Hirani, Sandile
Rahube, Suzanne
Murray, Martin Brady

FUND
Neurorehabilitation Centre
In Memory of Martin Perry
Intensive Care Unit
UCL Institute of Immunity and Transplantation
Liver Transplant Department
Special Care Baby Unit
St Peter’s Trust for Kidney, Bladder and Prostate Research
Ophthalmology Patient Care & Equipment / Outreach Service
Intensive Care Unit
Reconstructive Surgery Research & Education
Breast Cancer Research
Alzheimer’s / Podiatry

‘We started off the marathon well running the first half with ease and at a
good pace. The atmosphere was amazing and people cheering us on all
the way really spurred us on. It was very warm running on the day and we
were glad to cross the finish line. We are so proud of ourselves for
completing the marathon and raising so much money in memory of my
Dad. Thank you to everyone at the charity for your support!’

Kirstie & Martin Brady

‘Wow! What an amazing experience running the London Marathon was on
Sunday 13th April 2014, I think this day will stay with me forever. It was such
a magical experience from start to finish. The support throughout the run
was incredible and it was so lovely to see the Royal Free Charity team at 8
miles cheering us on and friends & family along the way, this was exactly
what was needed to make me pick my feet up again and keep going.
The emotional highs and lows were incredible. This was possibly the most
rewarding experience of my life and I'm very proud to have helped Royal
Free Charity to raise funds. Thank you so much for giving me the
opportunity to run the marathon.’

Sandile Rahube

Komal Hirani
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Sophie Collier

‘The first 23 miles were OK but the last 3 were a real struggle. However I was carried along by the amazing crowd
and all the friends and family that had come to support me. What a fantastic day! I feel really proud of what I have
achieved, and realise that all the months of training have certainly been worthwhile. The matron of the Special
Care Baby unit will be thrilled, and I know that these funds will be put to very good use. Thank you to everyone who
has supported me – I really do appreciate it!’

Viv Dance

SENSORY EQUIPMENT
APPEAL
The Children’s Ward has a dedicated group of Play
Specialists who support the children and their families,
making the children’s time spent at the hospital more
enjoyable, and helping them to relax and cope with
their conditions.

For those who have experienced a stay on the
Ward, Bernadette, Natalie, Abbi and Linda will be
familiar faces. Bernadette in particular works with
the disabled children who use the Day Surgery
Unit and recognises the huge difference
specialist sensory equipment has on those she is
supporting. ‘Small procedures can become a big
deal without calming words and light, colour and
sound distraction,’ says Bernadette, ‘but we need
more stimulating and colourful pieces to really
make a difference.’

On 31st July the Sensory Equipment Appeal was
launched with a tombola arranged by the Play
Specialist team, raising funds towards the
£5,000 target.

If you would like to support the Sensory Equipment Appeal please make a donation:
Mobile
Text SIMS £3 to 70070 (or an amount of your choice)
Online
www.justgiving.com/SensoryEquipment

Cheque
Payable to Royal Free Charity Fund 444 and sent to FREEPOST ROYAL FREE CHARITY
(no additional address or stamp should be added)

THANK YOU TO
ALICE AND ALEXANDER

As part of the celebration of her Bat Mitzvah, Alice gave over
£500.00 worth of electronics – including an iPad mini, DVD
player, DVDs and games – for the teenage patients to use.
And on the occasion of his Bar Mitzvah, Alexander donated
£1000.00 to Children’s Gastroenterology.

Thank you both for thinking of the young patients on our wards.
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PATIENT
SUPPORT
GROUPS

Gallstone Patient Support Group

The Charity funds
various patient support
groups which are specific
to different areas.
Currently they include:

We have set up a James Lind Alliance (JLA) – Priority Setting Partnership (PSP) which bring patients, carers and
clinicians together to identify and prioritise for research the most important treatment uncertainties in nonalcohol related liver and gallbladder disorders. This will result in better research and better outcomes for
patients with gallstones. The funds will be used to involve patients and provide payment to the JLA adviser who
will guide the process.

Contact: Kurinchi Gurusamy, kurinchi.gurusamy@nhs.net, 020 7794 0500, ext 33943

Mindfulness/ACT Patient Support Group

Living with a chronic illness can leave people feeling like their life has been taken over and can lead to feelings
of frustration, sadness, despair and hopelessness. For many, it can impact on relationships, social life, and work
life as well as how people think and feel about themselves. An evidence based group has been developed,
with the aim of supporting patients to develop the tools to make it easier to cope with living with illness. It also
aims at providing ideas and strategies for making positive changes in life. The group programme has been
designed using a combination of the principles of ‘Mindfulness’ meditation and ‘Acceptance Commitment
Therapy’. Patients will attend group sessions once weekly for 7 weeks. The Mindfulness/ACT patient support
group can be accessed by patients via Well at the Free and the Diabetes Psychologist. The group is open to all
patients regardless of diagnosis.
Contact: Lucy Gate (Wellbeing Centre Manager), lucy.gate@nhs.net, 020 7794 0500, ext 33695

Acute Foot Support Group

The Acute Foot Support Group will be meeting on Thursday 16th October at 11.15 am in the Atrium at the Royal
Free Hospital. Lunch will be provided at 12.00. The meeting will focus on patients’ day to day experiences of
different types of treatment, discussing current research in diabetic foot and fundraising for the patient group. The
meeting will be facilitated by members of the multidisciplinary acute foot team. Funds are available for transport
to this event.
Contact: Richard Leigh, richardleigh1@nhs.net, 020 7830 2749

The NET (Neuroendocrine Tumour) Patient Support Group

The Royal Free Hospital NET department with the support of the Royal Free Charity are launching their patient and
carers support group. Its aim is to enable patients living with this rare cancer and their carers to share experience.
The group is led by one of the Clinical Nurse Specialists in the team.
Contact: Jorge Garcia-Hernandez, jorge.garcia-hernandez@nhs.net
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE

The Royal Free Charity funds both the big and small things which
make a difference to patients and staff. The diversity of our support is
shown in this shortlist of some of the projects we have funded recently.
More Music in the Hospital

There is much evidence that live music can positively improve
emotional wellbeing. In recent years, research carried out by
Dr Rosalia Staricoff, supported by the Arts Council, concluded
that live music ‘induces significant difference in clinical
outcomes, reduces the amount of drug consumption and
shortens length of stay in hospital’. Live music also ‘contributes
towards increased job satisfaction and enhances the quality
of service’.

In November 2013, Lucy Treanor, a Clinical Psychologist at the
Royal Free, applied to the Charity for a grant towards the cost of
36 concerts to be provided by Music in Hospitals. Lucy
envisaged these concerts taking place over a 12 month period
for patients in stroke and neurology, cancer and children’s wards.

A Music in
Hospitals concert
provides the
opportunity for
those who are
suffering from an
illness to
participate in a
social and cultural
activity that helps
tackle feelings of
isolation,
vulnerability, anxiety and depression often associated with
long-term care. Live music has the power to sooth,
invigorate, relax and bring enjoyment and comfort to
patients. A live music performance from Music in Hospitals is
very different from a traditional concert. Musicians walk
around the wards and often stand at patients’ bedsides
making eye contact, holding hands and encouraging each
member of the audience to join in. It is this interaction and
participation in the concert that can help adults and
children find different ways to come to terms with their illness
or disability.
Building on Lucy’s idea, the Charity has been working with
Music in Hospitals to develop a series of concerts which will
reach as many patients and visitors as possible. The live music
sessions will take place in outpatient clinics, wards and the
main entrance areas and each will last about 1 hour.
We are delighted to be working with Music in Hospitals on this
project - the first concerts are being planned for September
2014. You can find more information about Music in Hospitals
on their website at www.music-in-hospitals.org.uk.

Xtreme Everest Aims
Higher

In last September’s Extra Helpings we
reported on a grant given by the Charity to
Dr Daniel Martin and his team of
researchers to support the Xtreme Everest 2
research expedition. This large-scale study
was part of a series of experiments to study
human adaptation to low levels of oxygen
at high altitude.

The next stage is the translation of this
experimental data into clinical studies and
the site selected for these studies was the
Royal Free Hospital Intensive Care Unit. The
Charity has given a further grant of £19,000,
to be matched with funding of £15,000 from
the Intensive Care Foundation, to support
the initial clinical phase of the Xtreme
Everest translational research programme.
This exciting pioneering research
programme will study the relationship
between how tissues respond to a lack of
oxygen, severity of disease and survival in
critically ill patients and it is hoped it will lead
to improved outcomes in critical illness
through the discovery of new biological
pathways and ultimately alter the way in
which patients are treated.
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OUR PARTNERS...
VOLUNTARY SERVICES
DEPARTMENT
Credit to the youth

In this newsletter, we are highlighting some of our young volunteers who give their time, energy and skills to us.
We have 49 volunteers under the age of 25. Younger volunteers tend to volunteer for quite specific reasons,
such as to gain experience so they may decide on a future career in health or to help go towards them
gaining a place in medical school. Some do so they may improve their CV and employment prospects.
Others are giving back for reasons such as our featured volunteer Eric below.
My volunteer story

I had a motorbike crash in
2006 when a car driver
broke a red light and T
boned me at a junction,
sending me flying into the
car. I suffered a major
head trauma which made
normal life very difficult for
me, ending my career as
an audio visual technician.
Even though I was unaware
of the scale of the effects
the crash had on me, it ended all I had. I have since
recovered greatly, not completely, but very well
compared to how I was after the accident.

I’m now paying back the marvellous Royal Free
Hospital with as much time and effort as I can
manage. If it wasn’t for the great people such as the
ambulance and ICU staff, I wouldn’t be here, so my
time is theirs!

I’m here for a number of reasons, I believe I can help
here as I know my efforts will support both patients and
staff. I can do the simplest of tasks that need to be
done, allowing the staff time to complete the many
other duties that they have to do.

I volunteer across the wards, offices and departments.
I spend my time doing tasks such as photocopying,
stuffing envelopes or putting up posters. On the wards I
help make teas and coffees for patients or deliver a
shop trolley to the many wards. The shop trolley is
important for patients who aren’t mobile and it allows
patients to socially interact with a volunteer.
I believe the NHS is one of the best things we have in
this country. Patient experience and care is very
important to the Royal Free Charity, which the
volunteers are part of.
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For my personal gain, volunteering improves my self
confidence in my abilities. Before my injury I worked in
the audio visual world, creating and running events.
Using my previous experience, I hope I can aid the
Charity and the larger Trust who both have my full
commitment in any job I undertake for them. I get this
great feeling when I finish my shift knowing I have
made a difference.

I’m very keen to continue working with the Royal Free
Charity with any events they have. This helps enable
them to spread their message and to raise funds for
good cause such as the intensive care unit that saved
my life.
Eric Robinson. Royal Free Charity volunteer.

What does volunteering actually mean?
The term volunteering basically means;

‘Unpaid work that benefits others, to whom one
owes no obligation’.

Volunteering can also be described as work that is
unpaid and without employment contract, work
that involves helping others, other than a family
member.
Volunteers turn up, based on good will and enjoy
the freedom that volunteering offers, the
experience feels different when you know you are
volunteering because you want to help out, rather
than because you are being paid to do so.

If you would like to find put more about
volunteering please contact the Voluntary Services
Team on 020 7830 2306 or pop into our office
Monday to Friday 10-4pm.
Alternatively email elaine.donnellon@nhs.net or
gill.hyatt@nhs.net
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MINUTE INTERVIEW WITH VOLUNTEER

Volunteer’s party 2014

The annual volunteer’s party had a glamorous twist this year
as red roses, balloons, glitter and a live band welcomed
guests in the staff canteen at the Royal Free Hospital.

The party is run every year to celebrate and thank the
volunteers who work unpaid in variety of roles in various
areas in the hospital. The Royal Free Charity looks after the
voluntary services department and so charity chief
executive, Chris Burghes, opened the evening by
welcoming everyone to the party. Elaine Donnellon,
voluntary services manager, thanked all the volunteers for
coming and for another year of hard work. Elaine then
compared the hospital to a huge bowl of spaghetti
bolognaise – saying the volunteers are the herbs and spices
that make it more tasty.

The volunteers were then awarded their certificates and
badges for long service at the Royal Free by chairman
Dominic Dodd and chief executive David Sloman. A special
mention was made for Marjorie Davies, whose family flew
over from Sicily to see her receive a special award for 20
years of service. Frances Rollason was also thanked for 20
years of service whilst Eve Roberts received a rapturous
applause for 25 years of service.

AMARA
CONTEH

Q1 How did you hear
about the Voluntary
Services
Department at The
Royal Free?
My mum works
here as a nurse.
Q2 Can you tell me
your motives for volunteering here?
Because I am studying a Health and Social
care NVQ and my course requires me to
volunteer.
Q3 What volunteer role do you do you do here?
I work on the shop trolley, alongside
another volunteer. We take the trolley to the
wards and sell goods such as snacks and
papers to the patients; the service is for
patients who cannot easily get out of bed
or to the shop downstairs.
Q4 What would you like to do in the future?
When I’ve finished college and University I
want to become a mental health Nurse.
Q5 Why have you chosen that as a future
career?
Because I’ve always been interested in
how the human brain works. I want to help
people who get easily angry or frustrated
and Im interested in helping people who
become mentally ill.
Q6 What have you learnt since you have been
here?
I’ve learnt to be more patient and caring.
I’ve also learnt to take life easy. This is
because the patients share their life
experiences with me and it’s made me
more humble. I’ve come out of my shell
more since I’ve been here.
Q7 What do you do when you are not
volunteering?
I like to do boxing training; it’s like an
education to me and it keeps me fit and
teaches me the importance of selfdiscipline. I also spend time on my studies
and I like watching TV.
Q8 Would you recommend volunteering at the
Royal Free to others and if yes, why?
Yes I would. I believe everyone should take
some time to give to others, if you give,
you will receive a lot more back in return,
and I don’t mean material things.
Thank you Amara
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OUR PARTNERS...
ST PETER’S TRUST FOR KIDNEY,
BLADDER & PROSTATE RESEARCH
(ROYAL FREE CHARITY FUND NUMBER 543)

www.stpeterstrust.org.uk

Prof. John Cunningham, DM FRCP, Consultant Nephrologist at the Royal Free and UCL, has
been involved with the St. Peter’s Trust for many years and is a valued member of its Medical
Advisory Committee. We are delighted to draw attention to the following announcement in
the Court Circular of 8th July 2014:-

BUCKINGHAM PALACE: Professor John Cunningham was received by The Queen this evening
upon his retirement as Head of the Medical Household and Physician to The Queen when Her
Majesty conferred upon him the honour of Knighthood and invested him with the Insignia of a
Knight Commander of the Royal Victorian Order.
Congratulations to him on this very well deserved honour, and our thanks for all that he does
in support of the Trust.

UCL Partners, the academic health science partnership covering north and east London, has drawn up plans
that it describes as a ‘once-in-a-lifetime’ opportunity to remodel cancer and cardiac care. Under the proposed
reorganisation, specialist urological cancer surgery will be concentrated at UCLH and the Royal Free and
specialist cardiac services will move from UCLH to Barts Hospital. When the plans are finalised, it is intended that
all cases of Bladder and Prostate cancer will be treated by Professors John Kelly and Mark
Emberton at UCLH, and Renal cancer will be treated in future at the Royal Free.
In relation to this news, we welcome the appointment of Mr Michael Aitchison MD, FRCS as the
Director of Renal Cancer Services at the Royal Free. Mr. Aitchison has 20 year’s of experience in
the specialist area of renal cancer surgery. He was past Chairman of the National Cancer
Institute Renal Clinical Studies Group, has published extensively on renal cancer and is an
investigator in numerous national and international trials. We look forward to learning more
about the studies that he plans to undertake in this area of research at the Royal Free campus.

DONATIONS

We have received many generous donations and legacies this year. We are
very grateful for an online donation made “In celebration of Claudia Fullalove’s
50th birthday and thanks for the help we both received” – We all hope you had
a wonderful celebration, Claudia.

We received a legacy from the estate of Mrs Antonia Yates, who sadly died in May
2013. She had been a supporter of St Peter’s Trust since 1997.
We are especially grateful for the generosity of our loyal supporters who make
regular donations - either monthly, quarterly or annually – it is a very valuable
way of ensuring that our research programme can continue. We receive over
£5,000 a year this way and most of this is eligible for an additional 25% gift aid.

London Marathon 13 April 2014
Our heartfelt thanks and
congratulations to Simon Fox who
completed the Marathon run on
behalf of the Trust in 3 hours 43
minutes 22 seconds! And in the
process raised the splendid
amount of £11,741.70 plus
£816.50 giftaid so far for medical
research.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO MAKE A DONATION please either send a cheque made out to Royal Free Charity Fund No 543 (the Trust’s dedicated
fund!) to: FREEPOST, ROYAL FREE CHARITY (no stamp required) or look on our website: www.stpeterstrust.org.uk ‘How You Can Help’, where you will
find a donation form and a gift aid form. Alternatively you can telephone the Royal Free Charity office 020 7472 6761 and make a donation
over the phone, quoting Fund No 543. All your generous donations will be dedicated to St Peter’s Trust research programmes. Thank you.
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RESEARCH UPDATE

We are pleased to report that in 2014 the Trust has been
able to award research grants to a total of just over
£204,000 for the following projects:-

Kidney disease and high blood pressure (hypertension)
Blood pressure is regulated by the kidneys and many
renal diseases cause hypertension, which then affects
heart function. Two core items of equipment for the
Nephrology research teams will enable study of links
between chronic kidney disease and cardiovascular
impairment:-

A machine for the measurement of indicators such as
arterial pulse wave velocity, for use in the Renal and
Endocrine Investigation Unit.

A telemetry suite for continuous 24 hour measurement of
blood pressure changes in laboratory models.
• Prof. R. Unwin, Head of UCL Centre for Nephrology, Royal
Free campus. £16,950

Urology operating theatre

Prostate cancer - Assessment of the feasibility and
acceptability of a new clinical trial design

More than 40,000 men are diagnosed with prostate
cancer every year in the UK. There are several different
treatments available but uncertainty as to which is best in
comparable cases. Randomised controlled clinical trials
are often used to compare treatments (in drug trials for
Kidney Transplantation - improvement of outcomes
example), but where surgery is involved it is almost
impossible
to use such trials or recruit to them. The
Transplantation is a very successful treatment for kidney
researchers
therefore propose to test a new trial design
failure, but lifelong immunosuppressant medicines to prevent
which,
if
successful,
could make feasible the running of
rejection increase the risk of infections. BK virus is one such
randomised
clinical
trials in surgical specialties.
infection and, as there are no anti-viral therapies, treatment
involves a reduction in immunosuppression and risks to the
• Mr. A. Ahmed, MRC Clinician Scientist in Uro-oncology with
Prof. M. Emberton, Professor of Urology, UCL Hospitals.
transplant. This project will investigate immune reactions
£102,916 for support staff salaries.
towards the virus and develop new treatments based on
expanding the pool of white blood cells reactive to it.
Incontinence
• Dr. S. Walsh, Senior Lecturer in Nephrology, UCL Centre for
Nephrology, Royal Free campus. £46,207
(half funding, with the rest to come from other sources).

• Prof. A Salama, Professor of Nephrology, UCL Centre for
Nephrology, Royal Free campus. £20,000 for consumables

Urge urinary incontinence (over-active bladder) is a
distressing and socially disruptive condition. The treatment
often used is known as sacral neuromodulation and
involves an implant. The study aims to see if the use of
urodynamics (measuring how the bladder is functioning)
can establish whether or not sacral neuromodulation is
likely to be successful before embarking on the treatment.
• Miss Julie Jenks, Nurse Practitioner in Urology, with Miss Tamsin
Greenwell, Consultant Urologist, UCL Hospitals. £16,000 for
consumables

Incontinence resulting from spinal cord injury

Spinal cord injury can have a devastating effect on a
person’s life. Not only does a patient lose the voluntary
control of the limb muscles, but also control of organs such
as the bladder. This study will assess whether or not the
administration of a common bladder relaxing drug soon
after injury could reduce or prevent the development of
incontinence.

Nephrology research lab

Dr. Sarah Knight, Clinical Scientist in Urology, with Mr. R.
Hamid, Consultant in Neuro-Urology, UCL Partners - The
London Spinal Cord Injury Centre at the Royal National
Orthopaedic Hospital. £2,300 for consumables. (The salary
for two part-time researchers is still being sought).

For more information see our website at www.stpeterstrust.org.uk
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OUR PARTNERS...
THE ROYAL FREE RECREATION CLUB
recclub.royalfreecharity.org
Royal Free Recreation Club
Fleet Road, Hampstead
London NW3 2QG
Telephone: 020 7830 2848

Public transport
Nearest Overground Station – Hampstead Heath
Nearest Underground Station – Belsize Park (Northern Line)
Local Bus Routes – C11, 24, 46, 168

The Rec Club is open to patients, staff and the community. It has a range of
classes including Zumba and ballet and is also host to local running clubs.
Please check out the website for full class details and prices.

Fitness Room

A large range of weight resistance machines can
be found in the fitness room which also has a free
weights area plus a full range of cardiovascular
equipment i.e. treadmills, steppers, rowing
machines, cross trainers and fitness bikes. New
equipment includes kettlebells, swiss balls, medicine
balls and a multi-station boxing frame. Personal
training sessions and gym inductions are also
available with our fully trained staff.

Sports Hall

The four-court sports hall is large enough to cater for
a wide range of sporting activities. The hall is
equipped for badminton, 5-a-side football,
volleyball and netball.

We also have a table tennis table situated in a room
off the sports hall.

Swimming Pool

At 13mx6m and heated to 28° degrees Celsius (82°
degrees Fahrenheit) the pool is ideal for many things
from a casual swim before work, to a cool down
after a hard workout in the fitness room. In the
interests of hygiene we ask everyone to shower
before entering the pool. There is no lifeguard on
duty as the pool is unsupervised! It is also
compulsory to wear swimming hats.
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Studios

The club has two exercise studios providing around
25 classes each week, ranging from aerobics to
Pilates and yoga. For most classes you contact the
teacher to book places and pay the teacher
directly. Non-members are welcome to attend the
classes but must pay a guest fee at reception.

Treatment Room

We have a treatment room where therapeutic
massage, reflexology, chiropody and osteopathy
professionals practice at inexpensive prices.
Bookings can be made directly with the therapists.

LEAVING YOUR LEGACY
Remembering the Royal Free in your Will

By making a Will you can ensure that your wishes, the people and
charity work you care about, are provided for after you have gone.
Leaving a gift to the Royal Free Charity in your Will means you can
shape the future of medical research and treatment at The Royal
Free for generations to come.

If you wish to support a particular department at the Royal Free
Hospital, our Trustees will do everything they can to apply your legacy
as you wish. Making or amending a Will is straightforward and ensures
your wishes become reality. Please speak to your solicitor or call us
on 020 7472 6677.

We are most grateful for the £20,000 legacy left to us by the
late Joan Jarosy who wanted to help our pioneering breast
cancer research and treatment at the Royal Free. Thanks to
this bequest, Royal Free Breast Cancer consultant Mo
Keshtgar will be able to develop his use of light to destroy
cancer cells in minutes – a technique that could end the
need for future breast cancer patients to go under the knife.

What type of gift
should I leave?

There are two main ways you
can choose from to leave a
gift to the Royal Free Charity in
your Will:

• A cash gift: You can choose
to give a fixed amount of
money

• A percentage of your estate:
You can choose to leave a
share of what is left in your
estate, in total or after you
have provided for others.
Leaving a percentage is the
option most people prefer,
because it means that you
might not have to change
your Will later if your
circumstances change.

IN MEMORIAM DONATIONS

Donations have been received by the families of the following
patients in their memory. Our thanks go to them all.
Richard M Aransibia, 'Rocana' Kay Brown, Andrew Burroughs, Eric Clapham, Chris Coles,
Isabel de Madariaga, Fiorina Elliott, John J Faherty, Lloyd J Fernando, Thomas W Ford,
Trevor Fox, Manharlal Ganatra, Sophie Hamilton, Benjamin T Harris, Ruth E Harris,
Rod R Harris, Pamela Hicks, Gary Hughes, Peggy Hunt, Michael J Huntly, Andrew J Jiggins,
Buddug M Jones, Kev Lee, Alan Love, Roddy MacGregor, Sheila E Meering, Leslie Moody,
Michael Mulheron, Patrick O'Day, Lydia Page, Rob B Potter, (Ian) Henry Ramage,
Mary Rimington, Ann Rotti, Jay Shah, Mohammad Siddique, Dorothy M Smith,
Karen Sutherland, Gillian Talbott, Oliver J Tubb, Michael Varley, Fred Warren, Ann M Watts,
Richard Weaver, Fiona Wenn, Paul S Wright.
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HOW CAN I HELP?
• Make a donation

• Set up a regular giving plan

Follow us on Twitter
@RoyalFreeChty

• Join in a fundraising event
• Create your own event
• Join the charity lottery

Scan QR for
website link

The Charity office is located on the front concourse, Pond Street.
Please come and visit us or call 020 7472 6677

www.royalfreecharity.org

✂
If you wish to support the Royal Free Charity and receive our newsletter please complete this form and
return it to: FREEPOST ROYAL FREE CHARITY

Please accept my *donation of £ _________________payable to Royal Free Charity

*I am a UK tax payer and wish this to be treated as a gift aid donation (please delete if not applicable)

SIGNATURE___________________________________________________DATE________________________
NAME (print please) __________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS __________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________ POST CODE ______________________________________
TEL ____________________________________ EMAIL ______________________________________________
I do not wish to receive the Royal Free Charity newsletter and mailings
I wish to become a ‘Friend’ of the Royal Free Charity

Charity no 1060924

